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A fantastic system

Double neutron star (DNS) systems are rare... less than 10 systems 

PSR J0737-3039 is unique since both NSs are radio pulsars

2.4 hours orbital period, high orbital velocities ~ 1 million km/h !!!

       The most relativistic system ever discovered



The double-radio pulsar

Discovered 10 years ago (Burgay et al. 2003, Lyne et al. 2004) 

PSR B

Slower, young, 
«lazy» pulsar

P = 2.77 s
M = 1.2489(7) Msol

B = 1.2*1012 G
Erot=1.7*1030 erg/s

Age = 50 Myr

PSR A

Fast, mildly 
recycled, old pulsar

P = 22.7 ms
M = 1.3381(7) Msol

B = 6.3*109 G
Erot=5.9*1033 erg/s

Age = 210 Myr

. .
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Figure 9
Mass-mass diagram of the double-pulsar system summarizing the observational constraints upon the masses
mA and mB. The colored regions are those that are excluded by the Keplerian mass functions of the two
pulsars. Further constraints are shown as pairs of lines enclosing permitted regions as predicted by general
relativity: the measurement of the advance of periastron !̇ (dashed purple line), the measurement of the mass
ratio R ! mA/mB = xB/xA (solid dark-blue line), the measurement of the gravitational-redshift/time-dilation
parameter " (dashed-dotted light-blue line), the measurement of Shapiro parameter r (solid green line) and
Shapiro parameter s (dotted green line), and the measurement of the orbital decay Ṗb (dashed-dotted black line).
Inset: An enlarged view of the square encompassing the intersection of the tightest constraints. The
permitted regions are those between the pairs of parallel lines. There is an area that is compatible with all
constraints, delineated by the solid small solid red region.

(Stairs et al. 2002), it does not involve gravitational radiation, thus making it complementary to
the !̇ " " " Ṗb test in the Hulse-Taylor system PSR B1913+16 (Taylor et al. 1992).

The extremely good agreement of Ṗb with its GR-predicted value is worth special mention.
First, it is notable that the measurement precision reached 1.4% in under three years of study
(Kramer et al. 2006a), compared to more than a decade for the Hulse-Taylor pulsar B1913+16
(Taylor & Weisberg 1989). Furthermore, the set of corrections to the observed value required
to account for the acceleration of the pulsars’ binary center of mass relative to the Solar System
barycenter (Damour & Taylor 1991) is very small (Kramer et al. 2006a). This is in contrast to both
the Hulse-Taylor system, where uncertainties in the galactic acceleration now limit the usefulness
of the Ṗb GR test (Damour & Taylor 1991, Weisberg & Taylor 2005), and the PSR B1534+12
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Kramer et al. 2008

MA = 1.3381(7) Msol

MB = 1.2489(7) Msol

Best timing test for GR in strong field regime  (Kramer et al. 2006)

Observed pulse arrival times modified by relativistic effects

      => 5 post-Keplerian parameters very well-determined

Most precise measurement of masses

Confirmation of prediction 
of GR within 0.05% !!!

A unique laboratory



Orbital phases where PSR B
was strongly detected in radio

PSR A : stable pulse profile

PSR B : changes in the pulse profile 
                     and not visible since 2008  

Radio properties 



Radio eclipses of PSR A
Breton et al. 2008

Radio properties 

System observed nearly edge-on !



Radio eclipses of PSR A

=> Unusual magnetospheric interactions between the 2 pulsars

Modulation consistent with 
PSR B’ rotation period

System observed nearly edge-on !

Radio properties 

Breton et al. 2008



X-rays

To understand the physics of the magnetospheric emissions and their 
interactions
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3. APPLICATIONS I: LESSONS FOR PULSAR ASTROPHYSICS
The double pulsar is a unique cosmic laboratory for a wide range of fundamental physics and
astrophysics. In addition to its applications in gravitational physics (see Section 4), it is also a
superb testing ground for expanding our understanding of pulsars and their magnetospheres.

3.1. Wind Balance
The observation of the strong modulation of B’s emission with orbital phase (see Section 2.2.2),
as well as the duration of the rather short 27-s eclipse of A’s emission at superior conjunction (see
Section 2.4), strongly suggests that the magnetosphere of B deviates from the standard configura-
tion. As already described in the discovery paper of B (Lyne et al. 2004), based on the spin-down
energy loss Ė = 4!2 Ṗ/P3, pulsar A is expected to emit a powerful wind that interacts with the
magnetosphere of B. Computing the energy densities of the relativistic winds of A and B at the
light cylinder radius of B, one finds that the energy density of A’s wind is about two orders of
magnitude greater than B’s; this observation has led to the expectation that the wind from A pene-
trates deep into the magnetosphere of B, hence modifying B’s magnetospheric structure. Lyutikov
(2004) and Arons et al. (2005) suggested that the interaction of A’s wind with B’s magnetosphere
might resemble the interaction between the Solar wind and the magnetosphere of the Earth. The
result is a bow shock that forms in the wind from A that is separated from the magnetosphere of
B by a sheath of shocked material (see Figure 8).

On the downstream side (facing away from A), pulsar B forms a magnetotail, but on the lee-
ward side (facing A), the dynamic pressure of A’s wind confines B’s magnetic field to within a
radius of less than 5 ! 107 m (Lyutikov 2004, Arons et al. 2005). This is much smaller than
B’s light cylinder radius of RLC = 13 ! 107 m, and it agrees very well with the initial esti-
mate by Lyne et al. (2004) of 40% of RLC for the size of B’s magnetosphere. As discussed in
Section 2.1.1, this leads to a spin-down torque that differs significantly from the simple vacuum-
dipole formula.

Magnetosheath

To EarthMagnetosphere of B

Wind from A

B

Figure 8
Illustration (not to scale) of the interaction of the relativistic wind from pulsar A with the magnetosphere of
pulsar B. The collision of A’s wind and B’s magnetosphere creates a magnetosheath of hot, magnetized
plasma surrounding the magnetosphere of B. The rotation of B inside this sheath modulates A’s eclipse.
Figure provided by Maura McLaughlin.
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 M. McLaughlin

Deformation of the magnetosphere of PSR B caused by the wind of PSR A



Two large programs with XMM-Newton

2006 : 26 revolutions of the binary system (120 ks + 115 ks)  => 235 ks
       (Pellizzoni et al. 2008)

2011 : 41 revolutions (130 ks + 130 ks + 107 ks)  => 367 ks 

Cameras’characteristics

Mode Time res

PN small window 5.67 ms

MOS small window 0.3 s

=> timing + spectral analysis of the Double Pulsar
(Pellizzoni et al. 2008, Iacolina et al. 2014, Iacolina et al. in prep, Egron et al. in prep)



PL + BB : magnetospheric emission from PSR A (synchrotron/ICS),                      
thermal emission from PSR A or  B (polar cap?) / shock?

BB + BB : thermal emissions from PSR A and B

PL + BB +BB : thermal emissions from PSR A and/or B / shock?

Spectral models 

=> Applied on 2011 data, then comparison with 2006 data (Pellizzoni et al. 2008)

=> Results perfectly in agreement



PL + BB :

 

 

BB + BB : 

PL + BB +BB :  

Results of the two large programs

Γ = 3.2 +/- 0.2
kTbb = 160 +/- 15 eV; 
χ²/dof = 533/520 (=1.02)
Flux 0.2-3 keV ≈ 9 × 10     erg/cm /s

NH not constrained
kTbb1 = 105 +/- 5 eV;  kTbb2 = 270 +/- 15 eV
χ²/dof = 551/520 (=1.06)

=> no shock

=> shock ?
NH not constrained
Γ = 2.4 +/- 0.6
kTbb1 = 110 +/- 20 eV;  kTbb2 = 230 +/- 30 eV
χ²/dof = 525/518 (=1.01)

-14 2



Where do X-rays originate?

PSR A:
thermal

PSR A:
non-thermal

shock ?PSR B

Comparison with the results of the timing analysis 

Black-body emission radii consistent with polar cap radii ?

Luminosity of each component => % ErotA, ErotB 
. .

=> PSR B powered by PSR A’s spin-down energy

                 



Timing analysis 

PSR A : very stable pulse profile, consistent with radio ephemeris (Kramer et al. 2006)
                     Unpulsed flux : orbital flux variability
                      Pulsed fraction => 60% of the total source flux

PSR B : X-ray pulsations, slight shift w.r.t radio 
                      BUT not visible in radio since 2008  (Perera et al. 2010)
                      Pulsed flux and profile variations with the orbital phase
                      16% of the total flux

                                                                         

Pellizzoni et al. 2008; Iacolina et al. 2014; Iacolina et al. in prep

=> X-ray emission region far from PSR B’s surface...
      From an interface layer / shock at about 1 sec-light ?                



Where do X-rays originate?

PL + BB : no shock, 85% emission from the PL => PSR A’s magnetosphere

                          but flux overestimated (pulsed-flux PSR A)

                        RBB compatible with the polar cap radius of Pulsar B (100m)

BB + BB : RBB compatible with the polar cap radii of PSR A (1km) and PSR B 

                         Hot BB: Pulsar B, and Cold BB: Pulsar A

                           
PL + BB +BB : possible shock

            

=> Nature of the X-ray emission associated to PSR B ?
      Work in progress...
                 



Last but not least...



An intringuing feature in the 2006 data 

?



?

- instrumental ?
- background ?
- source emission ?

An intringuing feature in the 2006 data 



Emission from the Double Pulsar ?

Spatial model ( 4 < E < 8 keV) applied by A. Pollock

* Combined likelihood detection statistic :  lnL = 15.04
* 157 photons detected in about 400 ks 
* 1 high-energy photon every 44 minutes

Confirmation that the detection at high energy comes from the source !!!

Above 8 keV: background dominates



2006 data 
Addition of a Gaussian at 6.2 +/- 0.2 keV



2006 data 
Without the Gaussian



2011 data 
A bit more complex...



Conclusions

Double Pulsar : amazing but very complex pulsar interactions  

Most of the X-ray emission : PSR A

Emission of PSR B’s : further from the NS surface   (Iacolina et al. in prep)           

Evidence of high-energy photons above 4 keV => NuSTAR 

2006 data : 5-8 keV => Fe line ? relic disk ? matter trapped between A 
and B ? atmosphere (but line shifted...) ? 

Shock ? as suggested by Lyutikov et al. 2004, Arons et al. 2005

Work in progress : pulse phase resolved spectra  
                                         spatial/spectral analysis



Thank you!



A unique laboratory

Best timing test for GR in strong field regime  (Kramer et al. 2006)

Observed pulse arrival times modified by relativistic effects

      => 5 post-Keplerian parameters very well-determined

- Advance of periastron: ω = 17°/yr
- Orbital shrinking: 7 mm/day
  System expected to merge in 85 Myr  (Burgay et al. 2003)

- Shapiro delay: pulses demonstrate the curvature of space-time

Kramer et al. 2006

Orbital longitude (deg)
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X-ray observations

Chandra : first X-ray observation, 10 ks, 80 photons
     => Lx = 2*10  erg/s, about 10   ErotA        (assuming d=0.5 kpc)

=> spectrum poorly constrained, quite soft   (McLaughlin et al. 2004)

XMM-Newton : 50 ks, 800 photons

      => confirmation soft spectrum

=> single component : phabs*pl or phabs*bb         

Chandra : 90 ks + 80ks, 400 + 500 photons
        (Chatterjee et al. 2007, Possenti et al. 2008)

=> double-peaked pulses at the PSR A period, similar to radio pulses

 (Pellizzoni et al. 2004, Campana et al. 2004)
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